National Exposure Trip of Mentor Teacher &
other official
Details of the Program:
Date: 13/03/2022 to 18/03/2022
Destination: Garhwal (Uttarakhand)
No of Participants attended the Program: 21+1(coordinator)
Name of Coordinator: Mr. Ajay Kumar, Asst. Professor
Overall Coordinator- Dr. V. K. Pathak

On the first day we started our NET from Delhi to Dehradun by flight and landed at Dehradun
Airport. Then we went to Haridwar by Tempo traveller and enjoyed Ganga Arti. After that we
had some snacks and planned for the next day.

Then Jagriti Madam briefed about the next day's plan. Being on an educational tour we will be
keeping our learning focused on but not limited to Education. This is also a great opportunity
to explore Indian culture beyond our immediate surroundings.
At night, after dinner we had a discussion with the SCERT co-ordinator Mr. Ajay Kumar
regarding proceedings for the coming days. The day ended perfectly with some entertainment
and then we relaxed in our rooms.
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Day-1 March 14 2022

We had an early morning start for Pauri, Garhwal. There were schools to be visited with Azim
Premji fellows. We travelled for seven hours on the scenic roads through the mountains and
along the rivers. The beauty of the mountains has challenges which the local students face that
we Delhiites from the plains cannot even imagine. We were welcomed by a team from Azim
Premji and we visited their Pauri TLC- Teacher Learning Centre. Post lunch we visited DAV
Intermediate College, Pauri. It was a special day, the start of the 'Chaitra mas' (New year of the
Hindu Calendar). This is celebrated as a children-centred festival called Phooldei. On this
day, young girls conduct most of the ceremonies. In some places this festival is celebrated
throughout the month with the advent of spring. The school celebrated this alongwith a
farewell for graduating students. The teachers there and our Delhi Education Team interacted
in the beautiful locales of the school.
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Day-2 March 15, 2022
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We had an early morning start from Khirsu to Srinagar, Garhwal. There were schools to be
visited with Azim Premji fellows. We travelled for two hours on the scenic roads through the
mountains and along the rivers. The beauty of the mountains has challenges which the local
students face that we, the teachers of Delhi from the plains cannot even imagine. We were
welcomed by a team from
Azim Premji and we visited these following three schools:1.GPS Girgaon, Block Pauri, Pauri Garhwal
One of our teams visited the Govt Primary School Girgaon in Pauri block. The Term End exams
were going on in the school. There we met with the Head Teacher Mrs Indu Panwar ,an
Assistant Teacher Mrsand bhojan mata who cooks Mid Day Meal in the school. There were 19
students in the school in the current session. We came to know that the teachers were making
their best efforts for the education of students. We observed the best use of peer learning.
Reflective Diaries were given to the students so as to note down their daily experiences,
observations and thoughts. The teacher has made a collection of the creative writings, thoughts
and pictures by pasting them in a file made of full size chart paper. We had a healthy discussion
with the teachers regarding the challenges and achievements of their schools.

2.GPS Bhattisera, Block Khirsu, Pauri Garhwal
Our second team visited the Govt Primary School Bhattisera in Khirsu block. There, we met
with the Head Teacher Mrs Renu, an Assistant Teacher Mrs Kusum and bhojan mata who
cooks Mid Day Meal in the school. There were 25 students enrolled in the school in the current
session. We came to know that the teachers were making their best efforts for the education of
students. We observed the best use of peer learning. The teachers were making the worksheets
for the children as per their learning level and were also sharing the same to their students. The
teacher has made a collection of the creative writings, thoughts and pictures by pasting them
in a file made of full-size chart paper. We had a healthy discussion with the teachers regarding
the challenges and achievements of their schools.
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3.GPS, Gahar, Block Khirshu, Pauri Garhwal
Our third team visited Government primary school, Gahar, There also, the exams were going
on. There we met headmistress Mrs Poonam Kala having 10 years teaching experience, ,
assistant primary teacher Sangeeta Farshi having 7 year teaching experience and bhojan mata
Mrs Sunita Devi having 10 years’ service experience. The school timing was 9.30 to 3.30.
There were 15 students in the school. The students have celebrated their regional festival Fuldei
in the school. They were also preparing for some co-curricular activities for their annual day
function. We did some reading, writing, singing and dancing activities with the children. We
came to know that the teachers were making their best efforts for the education of students. We
had a healthy discussion with the teachers regarding the challenges and achievements of their
schools.

Then, after lunch, we visited TLC- Teacher Learning Centre, Srinagar which is a centre for
Azim Premji Foundation. We had interaction with the VTF (Voluntary Teachers Forum). We
exchanged ideas regarding the teaching pedagogy and academic problems faced during
COVID-19 pandemic.
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Day 3 - 16 March 2022
We started our journey for the third day from Srinagar. We visited Dhari Devi Temple, which
is 18km from Srinagar. Reaching this pious and sacred place, we felt rejuvenated and energetic.
Starting off the day with the blessings of God is itself a blessing.

After a couple of hours, we reached Mandakini Resort, situated in Tilwara.
We settled our luggages in our respective cottages followed by a delicious lunch over there
with the scenic beauty of Alaknanda River flowing beside.
This resort is in Himalayan valley, full of flowers with a variety of birds chirping around. The
continuous noise of the flowing river was adding spark to its beauty.

Post lunch, we visited Agastyamuni for the interaction session with the Azim Premji
foundation. We were welcomed by their team at VTF. After a brief introduction from both the
sides, we shared the responsibilities and nature of duties of the three teams majorly - the Mentor
Teachers, Core Academic Unit and the Primary Branch under the umbrella of SCERT, Delhi
as Team of Educators, DoE as a whole.
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There was a mutual sharing on how to achieve learning outcomes, classroom teaching
pedagogies adopted by DoE and that by the UK Govt.

They were keen in knowing the assessment process being followed especially by the Primary
Branch.
The session ended on a good note and a happy mutual learning with a commitment to meet
soon in virtual mode.
In spite of unfavorable geographical conditions; care for their students and love for their work
is quite praise worthy.
Our respect and regard to this dedication!
The highlight of the day was…. Our visit had been appreciated and reported in the Daily Local
News Paper there.
दिल्ली के शिक्षकों ने ककया रुद्रप्रयाग का भ्रमण, जाना उत्तराखंड और पहाड़ी प्रिे िों की शिक्षा
व्यवस्था के
बारे में, अध्यापकों ने पछ
बारे में सवाल।
ू े दिल्ली मॉडल के
https://rudraprayagpost.in/rudraprayag/teachers-of-delhi-visited-rudraprayag-teachers-askedabout-the-education-system-of-uttarakhand-and-hill-states/
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Day 4 (17th March 2022)
We all enjoyed the scenic beauty of river Mandakini and mountains around us early in the
morning. Resort at Tilwara Rudraprayaag was worth living in.
We enjoyed a healthy and tasty breakfast and boarded the tempo traveller to reach the next
destination of NET for today. In the afternoon we reached TIHRI DAM, spent around an hour
at the reservoir lake and enjoyed scenic views over here. Also took photos of the Dam site.
After that, we had lunch at Chamba and headed towards our next destination, Dhanaulti. At
5PM we reached over there and enjoyed sightseeing and the local market .
Went to Eco Park Dhanaulti which is very famous among visitors.
Also enjoyed local food, herbal teas, soups and buransh squash which were healthy and tasty.
We had our dinner and enjoyed bone fire ,singing, dancing ,chatting and planned for the next
day's activities.
The day remained very interesting, full of fun and enjoyment. We have learnt many new things
and got great experiences.
Day 5 (18th March,2022)
The Five day NET (National Exposure Trip) came to an extravagant end with the celebration
of the Festival of Colors- Holi on this day, i.e. 18th March, 2022 (Friday), making it a special
and memorable day for all of us.
Our Coordinator Mr. Ajay and Ms. Jagriti had already arranged for the Gulal and the traditional
Bal Mithai Sweet for the celebrations to go on with high spirits.
The day started with vibrant celebrations where all the participants of the trip came together
and had a great time. We not only played with colours but we also danced on the various 'Holi
Songs' and got the splendid day stored in amazing snapshots, safely tucked away as enjoyable
memories, which will be relished every time they'll be thought of.
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This day gave us the opportunity to be children again and refresh ourselves. After this, we had
a scrumptious breakfast of Poori Bhaji, Sweets and Tea. Then we all went into our rooms to
finally pack and get ready for our departure from Dhanaulti to Dehradun.
We started at 12 PM and took a halt at the GMVN Dehradun property at 2:30 PM to have our
lunch that included Dal, Sabji, Paneer, Raita, Roti and Sweets.
Then we started for the Jolly Grant Airport to board our flight which was scheduled at 7:20
PM.The celebrations weren't just over yet, as on the way, our friend Promila Solanki treated us
with some Ice cream, as it was her birthday the day before.We all were really excited recalling
our wonderful time spent together and the great Learnings and Sharings we had.The NET came
to a beautiful conclusion with our arrival at the IGI Airport, Delhi and we got ourselves clicked
for the memorable pics of our lifetime.

Grows
● The training/workshops are teacher-centred to support teachers
● Support is pedagogic as well as focused on inculcating the constitutional values.

● Subject context is linked with ideas like equity, discrimination, etc.
● The APF is supporting only teachers and not the students.
● The assessment was only knowledge based.

● The resources for the teaching learning process are very less.
● The trip was enjoyed thoroughly as we were provided with Psychological Safety by our
coordinators and teammates.
● Appreciation Culture and Positive Feedbacks were given to our Driver and the Conductor
who had been with us throughout the journey.
● Efforts of the teammates were recognised and acknowledged.
● Holi celebrations with the team made us feel we were with our second family!!

Glows
● The total enrolment is very low here as the population is migrating in large numbers
● Azim Premji supports the local teachers from their TLC centres at the locations where most
teachers reside
● They have co learning sessions which are voluntary for teachers to join, no government
circular directs students to attend these.The total enrolment is very low because of the low
population density because of which, the teacher can give attention to individual students.
● Azim Premji foundation has made a VTF (Voluentry Teachers Forum) in which they
support the local teachers from their TLC centres at the Block level.
● The students of different classes have to sit in the same classroom because of the limited
resources which helps in peer learning.
● Explored local and cultural life of people in GARHWAL.
● The NET gave us an opportunity to bond with each other.
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● What started with the formal talks and discussions, ended with close informal ones with one
another.
● We learnt a lot during our trip in every aspect, be it academically or non-academically.
● We saw how each one of us came together when one of our MT Ms Jaspal Kaur had an
asthma attack early in the morning. All the MTs were there by her side to help her out and
this showed how united and concerned we are for each other.

List of the Participants

S. N.
1
2

NAME OF THE
EMPLOYEE
JAGRITI SINGH
JASPAL KAUR

SEX
FEMALE
FEMALE

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

MADHUMITA
MAMTA CHUGH
PRADEEP HOODA
PREETI ANEJA
PROMILA SOLANKI
RAJWANT KAUR
SAVITA
SEEMA GHAI

FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE

11
12

SHALU GAUR
SUNIL KUMAR

FEMALE
MALE

13
14

SUNITA BHATEJA
VIJAYATA

FEMALE
FEMALE

15

RAHUL KUMAR

16
17

SATYENDER KUMAR
PRIYANKA

MALE
FEMALE

18

FEMALE

19

YOGITA
DR ANKIT KUMAR
SRIVASTAVA

20
21

SUNIT KUMAR
BHAVNA

MALE
FEMALE

22

AJAY KUMAR SINGH

MALE

MALE

MALE
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POST HELD
TGT ENGLISH
TGT MATHS
TGT SOCIAL
SCIENCE
TGT ENGLISH
TGT MATHS
TGT ENGLISH
TGT ENGLISH
TGT PUNJABI
TGT ENGLISH
TGT ENGLISH
TGT SOCIAL
SCIENCE
TGT ENGLISH
TGT SOCIAL
SCIENCE
TGT ENGLISH
TGT SOCIAL
SCIENCE
ASSISTANT
TEACHER
TGT ENGLISH
TGT NATURAL
SCIENCE
LECTURER HINDI
TGT NATURAL
SCIENCE
VICE PRINCIPAL
SCERT
COORDINATOR

EMPLOYEE
ID
20132755
20100095
20132675
20132701
20161376
20072548
20132663
20110453
20072907
20200208
19961163
20111239
20101349
20130942
20191109
20201219
20111401
20100332
20182131
20170562
20000711

